Son of the great Monsun

Champion

stayer in Europe and in Australia 2014-15

Precocity, speed, stamina and toughness

Retired sound

PROTECTIONIST

(GER 2010) Monsun – Patineuse (Peintre Celebre)
PEDIGREE
MULTIPLE CHAMPION BY THE GREAT MONSUN

1st dam: PATINEUSE (IRE)
Patineuse (IRE) was the dam of 14 individual Gr.1 winners, including 22 Gr.1 winners: ANNA MONDA (GER), ESTIMATE (IRE), GETAWAY (GER), ROYAL HIGHNESS, FIORENTE, MAXIOS & NIGHTFLOWER. She is Sire of 65 Group winners including 22 Gr.1 winners: SHIROCCO (GER), VADAMOS (FR), ALMANDIN (GER), CELEBRE, PEINTRE CELEBRE, PETROLEUSE, VADAMOS & QUEEN ELIZABETH II Classic Winner VI. She is the dam of 14 individual Gr.1 winners and a leading broodmare sire.

2nd dam: PATINEUSE (IRE)
Patineuse (IRE) was the dam of 14 individual Gr.1 winners, including 22 Gr.1 winners: ANNA MONDA (GER), ESTIMATE (IRE), GETAWAY (GER), ROYAL HIGHNESS, FIORENTE, MAXIOS & NIGHTFLOWER. She is Sire of 65 Group winners including 22 Gr.1 winners: SHIROCCO (GER), VADAMOS (FR), ALMANDIN (GER), CELEBRE, PEINTRE CELEBRE, PETROLEUSE, VADAMOS & QUEEN ELIZABETH II Classic Winner VI. She is the dam of 14 individual Gr.1 winners and a leading broodmare sire.

3rd dam: PATINEUSE (IRE)
Patineuse (IRE) was the dam of 14 individual Gr.1 winners, including 22 Gr.1 winners: ANNA MONDA (GER), ESTIMATE (IRE), GETAWAY (GER), ROYAL HIGHNESS, FIORENTE, MAXIOS & NIGHTFLOWER. She is Sire of 65 Group winners including 22 Gr.1 winners: SHIROCCO (GER), VADAMOS (FR), ALMANDIN (GER), CELEBRE, PEINTRE CELEBRE, PETROLEUSE, VADAMOS & QUEEN ELIZABETH II Classic Winner VI. She is the dam of 14 individual Gr.1 winners and a leading broodmare sire.

Outstanding fast finishing fractions

Great confirmation

Closely related to Peintre Celebre and linebred to Plencia, the foundation mare of the Wildenstein P-family.

In 2016 unbeaten in Germany and an easy winner against the Gr.1 elite.

IQUITOS, GUIGNOL & NIGHTFLOWER

RACE RECORD

AT 2 YEARS

Winner of the Emirates Melbourne Cup, Gr.1 in Melbourne over 2400m

Winner of the Melbourne Cup, Gr.1 in Melbourne over 2400m

AT 3 YEARS

Winner of the Gr.1 Mumm Cup in Freiburg, Germany

Winner of the Gr.1 Melbourne Cup in Flemingen, Germany

WINNINGS

€2,720,971

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

22 STARTS

8 WINS

4 PLACES

120 (GAG 100 kg)

2000 m

1600 m

2000 m

2400 m

2200 m

2400 m

2400 m

2200 m

2200 m

2000 m

2400 m
PROTECTIONIST
HE IS GERMAN EXCELLENCE

PROTECTIONIST is the most exceptional horse that I have trained so far in my career. His character and his fighting spirit are unique. We will send our best mare Independent Miss (dam of 2016 German Derby winner Isfahan) to support him in his first season.

PROTECTIONIST is a horse with an awesome character and a brave heart. I never met a horse like him. He always came back and won again at the very top level. A real champion.

PROTECTIONIST will remain in Germany for stud duties. I am very pleased, that he will start his first season covering mares at the top notch farm Gestuet Roettgen.

PROTECTIONIST always impressed me with his phenomenal finishing speed, shown at his best when covering the last three furlongs of the Großer Preis von Berlin in 33.23 seconds, fractions one would expect from an established Gr.1 sprinter going five furlongs.

The horse’s toughness together with his female line, closely related to PEINTRE CELEBRE, who has been a very positive influence in German breeding, should give him a great chance to succeed as a stallion.
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The property of Australian Bloodstock

Stud fee: €6,500
(Payable 01.10.) SLF

CONTACT AND INQUIRIES

RONALD RAUSCHER
BLOODSTOCK
Mobile: +49 (0) 172 / 694 01 58
Phone: +49 (0) 2251 / 776 14 70
ronald.rauscher@yahoo.com
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Gestüt Roettgen
Eiler Straße 10 • D-51107 Köln
Phone: +49 (0) 221/986 12 10

Stud manager: Frank Dorff
Mobile: +49 (0) 160 / 585 89 64
Phone: +49 (0) 221 / 986 13 00
f.dorff@betriebe-roettgen.de

www.gestuet-roettgen.de